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Updated design with a graphite color
The layout of the controls on the DDJ-FLX6-GT is the same as its predecessor, echoing a club-
standard CDJ + DJM setup for intuitive performances. However, a new matte gray body and 
the graphite color of the jog wheels bring a sophisticated look. 

Support for rekordbox, Serato, and VirtualDJ
VirtualDJ is compatible with the updated unit (license available separately), which also offers 
free use of the rekordbox Core plan and Serato DJ Pro. The DJ controller comes with license 
keys for the Serato FX Pack and Pitch ‘n Time DJ Expansion Pack too. And the DDJ-FLX6-GT 
can be used with TRAKTOR PRO 3 by downloading the TSI file. 

Full-size jog wheels with track position display
Pitch bending and scratching feel natural on the DDJ-FLX6-GT thanks to the large jog wheels, 
which are the same size as those on the flagship CDJ-3000 multi player. Each one features On 
Jog Display^ too, perfect for keeping an eye on the playhead position, and the new rubberized 
finish on the outer ring gives you a much better feeling – especially when pitch bending.

Merge FX, Jog Cutter, and Sample Scratch^
These three innovative features make it easy for DJs to add drama to their sets and mix 
different styles of music, or create pro-sounding scratch effects.

^On Jog Display, Jog Cutter, Sample Scratch, Scratch Bank, and Plug and 
Play compatibility are not available in TRAKTOR PRO 3

SUMMARY
The DDJ-FLX6-GT is an updated 4-channel DJ controller 
that will replace the popular DDJ-FLX6. It features a fresh 
design for a new look and improved playability, and it’s 
compatible with an expanded range of software. The new 
DJ controller adds support for VirtualDJ (license available 
separately), while retaining free compatibility with rekordbox 
and Serato DJ Pro. TRAKTOR PRO 3 will be available to use 
by downloading the mapping files (TSI file). The popular 
Merge FX feature is still there too, making it easy for DJs to 
transition between musical genres.

PRODUCT MOTIVATION
To provide a high-quality DJ controller for those who want to 
build on their performance skills and play different genres of 
music. Whether they want to practice at home or perform at 
events, on live-streams, or at friend’s houses, the DDJ-FLX6 
enables DJs to easily create pro-sounding mixes and scratch 
effects.

AUDIENCE
This unit is ideal for people who are new to DJing as well 
as those who have some experience in mixing but want to 
develop their skills and start performing.
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The DDJ-FLX6-GT is a great controller for people who’ve experimented with DJing and want to 
take the next step towards performing.
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